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Introducttion
1.

Thee purpose of
o this papeer is to outline a potenntial accounnting modeel for macroo
heddging usingg a valuatiion approaach. It refllects the Board’s
B
disscussions of
o
valuuation alterrnatives at the
t Decemb
ber 2011 IA
ASB meeting
g as well ass accountingg
alteernatives at the Januaryy 2012 IASB
B meeting.

2.

Thiis is to suppport the coontinued disscussion off further asppects follow
wing the 11
stepps introduced with aggenda paperr 7A of thee Novembeer 2011 IAS
SB meetingg.
Thoose further aspects priimarily relaate to the sccope of fin
nancial instrruments andd
trannsactions too be considered for the hedgeed risk position, quaalifying riskk
mannagement objectives
o
annd issues reelated to heddging instruuments. Thee focus is onn
inteerest rate riisk management of finnancial institutions. Sppecific aspeects of otheer
riskks or industrries will be covered latter in the prooject.

3.

Thee focus is on
o a revaluaation modeel that coverrs the entiree risk posittion used byy
riskk managem
ment (“net designatio
on” approaach) on a portfolio level. Foor
com
mparison th
he accountiing alternattives of fair value heedge accouunting for a
porrtfolio hedgge of interest rate riskk (IAS 39) and the noon-applicatio
on of hedge
acccounting aree illustrated in the appendix at the end of this paper.
p

The IASB is the inndependent standard
d-setting body of the IFRS Foundation,, a not-for-profit corrporation promotingg the adoption of IF
FRSs. For more
information visit w
www.ifrs.org
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Terminology—Product margin versus net interest income
4.

The descriptions in this paper distinguish between the product margin and the net
interest income (also net interest margin). The product margin refers to the
pricing of the financial instruments, ie the calculation of the contractual interest
rate of both assets and liabilities. It is the spread between the contractual interest
rate and the relevant benchmark interest rate. This is charged by business units to
cover their expenses and to generate a profit. For each individual financial
instrument the product margin represents a fixed percentage. It is independent of
changes in benchmark interest rates.

5.

In contrast, net interest income is a measure of overall profitability of lending and
funding activities taken together and is calculated as the difference between
interest revenue and interest expense for the entire net portfolio. Therefore, the net
interest income includes:
(a)

the product margins of all portfolio items; and

(b)

any mismatches in the benchmark interest rates underlying the pricing
of the instruments in the portfolio.

6.

Such mismatches may result from different terms regarding the adjustment of
interest rates (fixed interest rate versus floating interest rate), different maturities
and differences in the benchmark interest rates used (bid-offer spread, different
index).1 Mismatches in the benchmark interest rates can lead to negative net
income that threatens the portfolio product margin. Therefore the objective of risk
management activities is to address those mismatches, ie interest rate risk on the
basis of benchmark interest rates.

7.

These activities usually do not lead to a completely fixed net interest income as
the risk management activities might not cover these mismatches in their entirety.
Also the portfolio product margin changes over time through turn-over within the
portfolio. This effect cannot be addressed with hedging instruments.

8.

The described interaction can be illustrated as follows:

1

For example, assets and liabilities are usually priced on the basis of bid and offer prices. Furthermore
different indices might be used for setting the benchmarks for different types of products. Also the setting
of the benchmark usually occurs at the date of origination at then current interest rate levels. Differences in
the timing of origination lead to differences in the amount of the benchmark interest elements.
Macro Hedge Accounting │Alternatives for an accounting model for macro hedging
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Example used for this
t
paperr
Initial sett-up
9.

Thee example assumes
a
a portfolio con
nsisting of thhe followin
ng gross possitions:

10.

Forr the loan book
b
the innitial estimaate is that the
t initial balance
b
of 100
1 remainns
stabble. The saame initial estimate ap
pplies for the
t deposit balance of 60, whichh
creaates a parttially offsetting net fixed
f
rate pposition. For
F simplifiication it is
i
assuumed in th
his examplee that the deposit
d
balaance is treaated as a core demandd
depposit. For thhe remaininng loan ballance it is assumed th
hat it is fun
nded with a
liabbility at currrent market terms (ie att a floating rate) with another
a
bank
k.

M
Macro
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l
comprrises three elements: a benchmarkk
Thee contractuaal interest rrate of the loans
inteerest rate off 5.0%, a crredit spread
d to cover defaults
d
of 0.6%
0
and an
a additionaal
spreead of 0.4%
%.

12.

Thee deposits use
u the samee benchmark
k rate of 5.00% as a starrting point and
a deduct a
marrgin of 1.0
0%. As thee other liab
bilities are entered intto with othher financiaal
insttitutions it is
i assumed that there is no marginn. Thereforee the repriccing of those
is bbased on thee benchmarkk rate at thee end of eachh period so is 5.0% initially.

13.

Forr risk managgement purrposes the risk positionn is determiined on the basis of the
fixeed rate instrruments, ie the loans of
o 100 and the deposiits of 60. Th
he net fixedd
inteerest rate exxposure thatt remains iss then manaaged with innterest rate swaps
s
undeer
whiich the bannk pays awaay fixed intterest on itss loans and
d receives back
b
floatingg
inteerest. This leads to the following portfolio:
p

Dynamic developm
ment of the
e portfolio
o
Loa
an portfolio
o
14.

Thee original looan portfolio becomess subject too prepaymennts of 10 at
a the end of
o
eacch period. At
A the same time there are new addditions to the
t loan boook. The new
w
loanns have thee same rem
maining matuurity but arre non-prepayable (to simplify the
exaample) and are all fixeed rate loan
ns priced at current terrms at the date
d
of theiir
origgination.

15.

Forr the pricingg of the new
w loans the following
f
asssumptions are made:

M
Macro
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Pricing Table
Benchmark Rate
Credit Spread
Other Spread
Product Margin
Contractual Rate

16.

0
5.0%
0.6%
0.4%
1.0%
6.0%

1
4.0%
0.8%
0.5%
1.3%
5.3%

2
5.0%
1.0%
0.6%
1.6%
6.6%

3
6.0%
1.2%
0.7%
1.9%
7.9%

4
5.0%
1.4%
0.8%
2.2%
7.2%

5
4.0%
1.6%
0.9%
2.5%
6.5%

11A
6
5.0%
1.8%
1.0%
2.8%
7.8%

As a consequence of the replacements within the loan book interest revenue
changes over time. While the product margin increases with each replacement in
this example, the benchmark interest rate fluctuates over time.
Deposits and liabilities

17.

The deposit balance declines by 10 at the end of each period (like for the loans—
however, there are no replacements by new deposits). So there is a decline in the
core demand deposits in the portfolio for each period. The constant decline of the
deposit balance that is treated as a fixed rate liability leads to an increasing
floating rate liability position in the portfolio.

18.

There is a constant loss of product margin on the funding side because the
liabilities replacing the deposits do not earn any margin. In addition, the increase
in floating rate liabilities leads to more volatile interest expense over time.
Interest rate swaps

19.

The interest rate swaps change the bank’s exposure arising from some of the loans
from fixed rate to floating rate on the basis of the benchmark interest rate.
Economically, this is similar to actually originating some of the loans at a floating
rate plus a fixed margin. The bank still has all fixed rate loan assets but has a
reduced amount of “fixed rate” (deposit) funding—so its net fixed rate asset
position is increasing over time. The amount of interest rate swaps is increased
over time to reflect this.

20.

The development of the portfolio over time can be illustrated as follows:

Macro Hedge Accounting │Alternatives for an accounting model for macro hedging
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Asset Side (Fixed
(
Rate Lo
oans only)

0

1

2

3

4

5

11A
A

Liability Side
e (Deposits and
d Liabilities)

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Origginal fixed rate
e loan portfolio

De posits treated
d as fixed rate

Fixe
ed rate loan re
eplacements

Flo
oating rate liab
bilities

Developm
ment of ne
et interestt income
21.

Thee described scenario leeads to the following
f
d
development
t of net inteerest income
oveer time analysed separrately by poortfolio prooduct margiin (which excludes
e
the
effeect of changging benchmark rates)) and the deevelopmentt of benchm
mark interesst
ratees (benchmaark interest rate impactt):

22.

Thee left graphh shows thhe developm
ment of nett interest in
ncome oveer time. The
bennchmark intterest elem
ment reflects the standdalone imppact of chaanges in the
bennchmark intterest rate on net intterest incom
me. It is drriven by thhe effect of
o
varriable rate interest
i
exppense on flooating rate liabilities (whereas
(
thhe assets are
fixeed rate), whhich is amplified over time as thee amount off floating raate liabilitiees
M
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increases. In contrast, the loans are fixed rate and hence only reset to current
benchmark interest to the extent they are replaced at the end of period.
23.

However, the product margin element is relatively stable in this example. The
replacements within the loan book in the example lead to increases in the
portfolio product margin. This impact is largely offset by the decreasing deposit
balance. This leads to a loss of product margin on the funding side as the floating
rate liabilities are assumed not to contribute any product margin as the funding is
interbank.

24.

The combination of both elements leads to total net interest income (ie interest
revenue less interest expense), which is calculated on the basis of contractual
interest rates (ie calculated before considering the effect of the interest rate
swaps).

25.

The risk management objective is to address the risk to the portfolio resulting
from changes in the benchmark interest rate. This risk is managed using swaps for
the benchmark interest rate. For this example the swaps lead to a balanced
benchmark interest element (as shown in the right graph). In the example this
fully neutralises the effect of the benchmark interest rate movements (because the
floating amounts received on the swap match the floating amounts due on the
floating rate funding). As a consequence total net interest income and the product
margin element correspond.

26.

The described effects can be seen in net interest income in the financial statements
as well. The following graphs therefore illustrate the development of interest
revenue and interest expense on the basis of contractual interest rates (ie before
considering the effects of the swaps). The distance between both lines represents
the net interest income earned in the respective period.

27.

The left graph shows that the net interest income fluctuates mainly owing to the
development of interest expense resulting from the increasing floating rate
liabilities. As such the lowest net interest income is earned in period 4 owing to
increasing interest rates (and interest expense).

28.

The graph on the right illustrates the impact of risk management activities. The
interest revenue earned with the fixed rate loans is adjusted by the swaps. The
combination of the fixed rate loans and the swaps means the bank receives
Macro Hedge Accounting │Alternatives for an accounting model for macro hedging
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r
channges in bennchmark intterest rates as well. Coonsequentlyy,
amoounts that reflect
afteer taking intto account the
t swaps (ie
( the risk managemen
nt activity) the distance
betw
ween both lines
l
(and thherefore thee net interesst income) stays relativeely stable.

Other exp
penses
29.

As explained earlier
e
in thhe paper thee product margin
m
is caalculated to cover otheer
penses havee to be conssidered wheen analysingg
exppenses. Therefore thosee other exp
the developmeent of net intterest incom
me to arrive at the overall profitabiility.
Default risk

30.

Thee credit spreead covers (expected)
(
l
losses
from
m defaults in
n the loan bo
ook. For thiis
exaample it is assumed thhat the actual losses frrom defaults increase each
e
periodd.
Thiis is consideered in priciing of new loans
l
(replaacements).

31.

Ow
wing to the increasing defaults,
d
the credit spread calculateed for the orriginal loanns
doees not coveer the actuaal losses. For
F the purppose of thiis example only actuaal
deffaults are co
onsidered foor the incom
me statemennt without a separate asssessment of
o
imppairment.
Oth
her expensses

32.

Othher expensees relate to ongoing seervicing cossts (salariess, branches,, equipmentt,
etc)) and originnation costss. For this example
e
thee other spreead elementt consideredd
for the pricing of loans annd deposits is
i supposedd to cover th
hese.

M
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t
expennses are alsoo subject too an ongoingg
Forr this exampple it is assuumed that those
incrrease. Thesee increasingg costs are considered
c
iin pricing new loans.

Developm
ment of prrofit or los
ss over tim
me
34.

Thee described effects leadd to the follo
owing deveelopment off the incomee statement
andd net cash fllows over time (withouut considerattion of any valuation):
Inteerest Revenuee
Inteerest Expense
Swaap (Net Intere st Income)
Nett Interest Income
Lossses from Defaaults (Cash Flow)
Adm
min Expenses
Oth
her Expenses
Profit or Loss
NETT CASH FLOWSS

35.

1
6.000
‐4.400
0.000
1.600
‐0.600
‐1.000
‐1.600
0.000
0.000

2
5.930
‐4.000
‐0.400
1.530
‐0.800
‐1.000
‐1.800
‐0.270
‐0.270

3
5.990
‐4.600
0.100
1.490
‐1.000
‐1.000
‐2.000
‐0.510
‐0.510

4
6.1
180
‐5.4
400
0.7
700
1.4
480
‐1.2
200
‐1.0
000
‐2.2
200
‐0.7
720
‐0.7
720

5
6.300
‐4.800
0.000
1.500
‐1.400
‐1.000
‐2.400
‐0.900
‐0.900

6
6.350
‐4.000
‐0.800
1.550
‐1.600
‐1.000
‐2.600
‐1.050
‐1.050

Thee increasingg losses resuulting from
m defaults annd other exxpenses are not coveredd
by the net inteerest incom
me (net interrest incomee) as the priicing of thee underlyingg
he balancedd profit / neet
insttruments was based onn different expectationns. Hence th
cash flows of the
t first periiod becomee increasingly negative over time.

36.

Nett interest in
ncome rem
mains relativvely stablee as the efffects from changes inn
bennchmark intterest rates are
a entirely hedged witth interest raate swaps as
a previouslyy
shoown. The on
nly volatilitty of net intterest incom
me that rem
mains is the result
r
of the
desscribed factoors that influuence the product marg
rgin.

M
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m
t activities and the relationship between
b
neet
Thee scope of the risk management
inteerest incom
me and the other expeense positioons can bee illustrated
d best whenn
anaalysing the first
f
two perriods in detaail:

38.

Whhen splittingg net interesst income innto its elem
ments it can
n be seen th
hat the crediit
spreead does noot cover thee actual deffaults in thee second peeriod. The same
s
appliees
for the other sppread in relaation to other expensess.

39.

Diffferent acco
ounting requuirements cover
c
thosee aspects seeparately. For
F examplee,
the default riisk is subjject to imppairment consideratio
c
ons or the accountingg
requuirements that applyy to other expensess (eg salaaries, rentaal expensee,
deppreciation) result
r
in acccrual accou
unting for thhose. Hencee, if the pro
oduct marginn
is ssubject to amortised coost accountiing this avooids an accounting mismatch withh
the accountingg for the cossts that the product
p
marrgin econom
mically coveers.

40.

Thee actual “puure” interest rate risk relates
r
to thhe benchmark interest rate
r revenue
andd expense for the portfolio (riskk position)). For this example it
i is mainlyy
inflluenced by the
t repricinng of the floating rate liiabilities.

M
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Thee risk management actiivities focuss on this bennchmark intterest rate liine and seekk
to aachieve a baalanced resuult.2

Basic acc
counting concept—
c
—the valua
ation appro
oach
42.

Thee basic ideaa of the valuuation apprroach as intrroduced with the discuussion at the
Novvember 201
11 IASB meeting
m
(agenda paper 7A)
7 is a sim
mple one. To
T adjust the
carrrying valuees of the finnancial instrruments thaat make up the
t risk possition with a
valuuation adju
ustment thatt quantifies the (hedgeed) risk. It is assumedd the generaal
prinnciple of acccounting for
f derivativves at fair value
v
through profit orr loss is noot
chaanged.

43.

Theerefore the impact on the
t statemennt of financcial position
n would connsist of three
elem
ments as illu
ustrated bellow:

44.

As a starting point
p
the heddged financcial assets annd liabilities are still acccounted foor
mple it is asssumed thatt the defaullt
folllowing the general priinciples. Foor this exam
meaasurement for
f both asssets and liaabilities is aamortised coost. The am
mortised cosst

2

For the “perrfect” examplle used in this paper benchm
mark interest rate
r income allways includes the effect off
accruals on thhe swaps, ie for
f the second period the sw
waps lead to a net interest paayment of 0.4
400.
M
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calculation is also required to determine interest revenue and expense on the basis
of effective interest rates.
45.

The carrying values of the hedged financial assets and liabilities are then adjusted
for a valuation that reflects changes in the (hedged) risk. This valuation is
affiliated with the fair value measurement of the hedging instruments (swaps).
Assuming a perfect alignment, the adjustment to the carrying amount would be
equal to the valuation of the hedging instruments. Hence, mismatches between
both valuations may (not illustrated here) result from the risk management
approach taken (acceptance of open positions or level of accuracy). Further
mismatches might result from the definition of or restrictions to the valuation
adjustment for accounting purposes. The latter creates potential differences
between the risk management approach and the financial statement information.
The 11 steps introduced at the November 2011 IASB meeting essentially
determine this mismatch for future accounting purposes.

Illustration of the net portfolio valuation approach
Valuation attributable to the hedged benchmark interest rate risk
46.

In the example the hedged risk is the benchmark interest rate risk exposure of the
portfolio. Therefore for this calculation the entire net portfolio is remeasured for
changes in the underlying benchmark interest rate. As an addition to the previous
analysis the income statement is now extended by a valuation of the loans and
deposits (illustrating the effect of the approach being investigated) and the fair
value measurement of the interest rate swaps (which is already required).

47.

For the net portfolio valuation attributable to the hedged benchmark interest rate
risk this approach results in the following development of the income statement
over time.

Macro Hedge Accounting │Alternatives for an accounting model for macro hedging
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Thiis approachh remeasures fixed ratee items (inccluding thosse treated as
a fixed ratee,
eg core
c
deman
nd deposits) in the portfolio for thee hedged (b
benchmark interest
i
ratee)
riskk. The valuuation of thhe loans and
d deposits is based on
n their fixed rates ie iit
refllects the bennchmark innterest cash flows appliicable at theeir originatiion. As suchh
for the starting
g balance of the loan book
b
the beenchmark caash flows are
a 5%. Thiis
beccomes subjeect to changge with repllacements ccarrying diffferent benchhmark ratess.
Thee same loggic applies to the caash flows for the deeposits. Botth are thenn
disccounted usinng the curreent benchmark rate.3

49.

Thee describedd approach was
w introduuced and diiscussed in more detail in agenda
assumptionn
papper 4A of the Decem
mber 2011 IASB meeeting. The underlying
u
regarding the definition
d
of interest raate risk is thhat the marggin earned on
o top of the
bennchmark ratte is paid onn an ongoin
ng basis (altternative 2 in
i that papeer). This is a
com
mmon appro
oach as thee margin is actually caalculated to cover otheer losses andd
exppenses.4

50.

Thee valuation in this exaample show
ws that the benchmark
b
interest-rellated part of
o
the net interestt income is expected to
o be stable (because mismatches
m
between the
bennchmark interest rate exposure and
a
the sw
waps used to hedge it
i would be
antiicipated by valuation differences,
d
ie a net valluation otheer than zeroo). Therefore

3

Please see pparagraphs 9––20 for a detailed descriptio
on of the assum
mptions regard
ding the devellopment of thee
portfolio.
4

Other approoaches are to assume the accumulation
a
of
o the marginn over the lifettime of the reelated financiaal
instruments and
a to include the reinvesttment risk into the risk possition (alternaative 3) or to ignore interesst
rate risk relaated to the product
p
margiin completelyy (alternative 4). Please seee agenda papper 4B of thhe
December 20011 IASB meeeting for a moore detailed discussion and calculation
c
off these alternattives.
M
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total net interest income actually represents the portfolio product margin
calculated for the underlying financial instruments without significant impacts
from changes to benchmark interest rates. In contrast, the valuation does not
address the risk that the portfolio product margin earned might not be sufficient to
cover the costs it was intended to cover. It also does not address future changes in
the product margin that would result from future changes in the pricing of
products.
51.

For this simple example the net valuation is always zero as all benchmark interest
rate related value changes to loans, deposits and hedging instruments offset each
other. In a real life example the net valuation impact will include the results of
mismatches between the valuation of the risk position and the hedging
instruments resulting from the following scenarios (not illustrated in this paper):
(a)

Over- and under-hedge scenarios in respect of the net risk position, ie
the hedging instruments do not cover the entire risk position or exceed
it. Those include time lags resulting from changes to the portfolio that
were not reflected by adjusting the hedging instruments on a timely
basis.

(b)

Valuation mismatches between the risk position and the fair value
measurement of the derivatives because of differences in the timing of
cash flows or differences regarding the input parameters.

52.

When looking at the valuation for each type of instrument individually the
valuation represents the present value of the future positive or negative impact on
net interest income resulting from changes in benchmark interest rates in
comparison to the rate set on the instrument on the date of its origination. For
example, the positive valuation of 4.007 for the loan book in the first period
represents the positive effect on interest income if the loans were funded at a
floating benchmark rate. So it is an indicator of whether the current benchmark
interest rate level supports or threatens the product margin for each product if
unhedged.

53.

The net valuation of the entire portfolio is an indicator of the effect of changes in
the benchmark interest rate on net interest income. After the first period the net
portfolio value is 1.781. When unhedged this number represents the present value
Macro Hedge Accounting │Alternatives for an accounting model for macro hedging
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of the additional positive impact on net interest income resulting from the decline
in benchmark interest rates (from 5.0% to 4.0%).5
54.

For this example this value is entirely offset by the swaps. Therefore the portfolio
is entirely protected against changes of benchmark interest rates as addressed by
the hedging instruments.

Conclusion
55.

The net portfolio valuation approach as described in this paper corresponds with
the risk management definition of the risk position in respect of transactions (net
position rather than gross positions) and the valuation reflects the hedged risk
(benchmark interest rate risk).

56.

Other elements of net interest income (the product margin) are not directly
addressed by interest rate risk management. The target is rather to insulate net
interest income against the effect of changes in benchmark interest rates. The
other elements like the credit spread or other spreads have to be seen in
combination with the respective expense lines in the income statement. Different
accounting requirements separately address those aspects, for example credit risk
is covered through impairment considerations. The other spreads correspond with
other expenses that are accounted for on an accrual basis. Including them into the
valuation of the risk position would not only lead to a disconnect from the actual
risk management process—it would also create a new accounting mismatch
because the related expense lines are accounted for on an accrual basis.

57.

The calculation of the risk position by type of transaction like in this example
provides further information about the actual interest rate risk environment and its
impact on the instruments in the portfolio or risk position. Therefore it is
transparent and reflects risk management activities. At the same time it leads to
volatility that reflects risks that have not been addressed by interest rate risk
management such as the spread to cover credit and other expenses in the example.

5

It reflects the fact that revenue arises on fixed rate instruments that are now at a higher level than part of
the funding cost that is arising on variable rate funding instruments.
Macro Hedge Accounting │Alternatives for an accounting model for macro hedging
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Finally, referring to risk management data addresses potential practicability
concerns. However, increasing the level of alignment with risk management
results in the management judgement necessarily applied for risk management
purposes being reflected in the valuation that is used for accounting. This could
create conflicts with the transparency objective. Ring-fencing or even excluding
judgemental areas would however create accounting-only solutions that do not
reflect actual business activities. To address this aspect a balanced solution has to
be found. This is in part what the 11 steps are designed to consider.

Macro Hedge Accounting │Alternatives for an accounting model for macro hedging
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Appendix
x: Illustrattion of selected alte
ernative ap
pproaches
s
A1.

Thhe appendiix to this paper conttrasts the descriptions
d
s of the net
n portfolioo
vaaluation app
proach withh portfolio fair value hedge
h
accoounting for interest rate
rissk in accorddance with IAS
I
39 and the non-appplication off any hedge accountingg.

Portfolio fair value
e hedge accountin
a
g for inte
erest rate risk in ac
ccordance
e
king of the
e hedge ad
djustment)
t)
with IAS 39 (simpliified track
A2.

Foor this exam
mple it is assumed
a
thaat hedge acccounting is based on the
t portfolioo
faair value heedge accouunting moddel for interrest rate risk in accorrdance withh
IA
AS 39 Finaancial Instruments: Reecognition and Measu
urement. Thherefore the
heedging instrruments are designateed to hedgee a proporrtion of thee loan bookk
(ggross desiggnation). Prrepaymentss lead to a release of the rellated hedge
addjustment.

A3.

It is assumedd that the simplificatiions providded by the standard reegarding the
a used. Thherefore thee balance at
a the end of
o
traacking of thhe hedge addjustment are
eaach period becomes
b
subbject to a strraight-line based
b
amorrtisation.

A4.

Owing to thee amortisatiion the valu
uation correelates neithher with thee benchmarkk
t cash floows. This is because the
innterest element nor withh the develoopment of the
am
mortisation already antticipates thee “pull-to-par effect” even
e
thoughh that occurrs
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Agenda ref
r

11A
A

i
anyw
way (doubleelaater on throough the onngoing valuuation of thhe hedged items
coounting). Heence, the naatural develoopment of the
t valuationn is foiled.

No applic
cation of hedge
h
acc
counting
A5.

Foor this exam
mple net intterest incom
me is calculaated on the basis of am
mortised cosst
inncluding the effect off the curreent period accruals on interest rate swapss.
Thherefore thee valuationn is limited to derivatiives, ie the change in the “clean”
prresent valuee of the interrest rate sw
waps6.

A6.

Thherefore, th
here is no correlation to the accouunting for any
a of the risks that the
sw
wap is addressing as hedging instrrument. Thhe valuation
n provides an
a indicationn
foor future po
ositive or neegative cashh flows resuulting from the swaps without anyy
coontext of thhe purpose for enterin
ng into the derivativess (ie risk management
m
t)
inncluding offfsetting effeects that economically exist but are
a not capttured by the
acccounting.

6

The clean present
p
value of an interestt rate swap reppresents the present
p
value of all future cash
c
flows lesss
the interest aaccruals from the
t last paymeent date up thee valuation daate.
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